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Moderator Stephen P. Bonnar: Good afternoon. For the next hour and a quarter we’re going to talk about Asset Liability Mod-
eling for Pension Plans: Practical Issues. We’re basically going to assume that you have a general sense of what asset liability 
modeling for pension plans is. Pierre and I will talk through some of the key issues that we’ve encountered, as we work through 
these projects basically on a day-by-day basis.

I’m Steve Bonnar, and I’ve been doing a lot of asset liability modeling over the last – too many years – 15 plus years. In addition 
to being an actuary I have my CFA designation, so that perhaps gives me a little bit of credibility in front of clients. I probably 
do ten to 15 of these projects a year with a wide variety of plan sponsors.

I’m going to take the first part of this presentation, Pierre is going to take the second part, and then if we’ve timed this well, we 
will have left some time for questions and answers at the end of all of this. I’ll introduce Pierre just before he starts.

I’m going to cover three main topics. Basically, in my view, establishing financial objectives is the key element to a successful 
asset allocation project for a pension client. It’s better to ask the questions up front, and then do some modeling afterward, 
rather than do modeling, and then figure out what kind of questions we’re trying to answer. So, I’m going to take you through 
a little bit of a journey with the kind of discussion I would have with a client to try and establish their financial objectives. In 
effect, to translate what they’re trying to do financially within their business to what might need to happen financially within 
the pension plan.

I’ll talk about the limitations of matching portfolios. A lot of argument and discussion is gone on around whether pension plans 
should be invested so that assets match the interest and inflation sensitivity of their liabilities. I’m going to reveal my own per-
sonal belief that I don’t think that’s the case. But I do think it’s useful to consider what a matching portfolio would look like to 
allow effective assessment of the trade-off between risk and reward as you move away from that matching portfolio.

Then, finally, I’m going to talk about alternative asset classes to model. Which ones should be modeled and which ones should 
not be modeled. How they should be treated in a typical asset allocation project.

So, on with the first topic. As I said before, it’s important for you, as a practitioner, to understand how a pension plan sponsor is 
managing the finances of their business, and how the financial results of the pension plan – either in terms of cash contribution 
requirements or pension expense requirements – are going to fit into their overall finances. The first question to start with, in 
my mind is, what’s the right time horizon? Over what periods of time did they plan their business operations? Typically, it’s a 
three to five year period, looking at longer periods for trends. It’s important to be, in my view, to be consistent with how they 
plan for their business, when you plan and make decisions around asset allocation in pension funds. It really figures out the 
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focus as to whether they can live through short term volatility in the expectation of lower levels of costs over time, as opposed 
to not being able to live through very high levels of short term volatility.

It’s also important, in my view, to think about their corporate goals from two standpoints. They’ll typically think of it as four 
quadrants of strategic objectives. Where they’re trying to take their business and financial objectives. What are their key metrics 
for reporting to shareholders, other owners, regulators – depending on what kind of an organization it is. What those goals 
are in both the short term and the long term. It’s important to get a sense of those four quadrants of goals to be able to figure 
out how to present back to them asset allocation results, and come to good answers around asset allocation, or for that matter 
funding policy in a pension plan.

It’s also key to think about whether any of those goals and objectives change across multiple lines of business for sponsors 
that potentially have multiple lines of business –how the financial operation of the pension plan fits into, and gets recognized 
across, multiple lines of business. Sometimes, it doesn’t make any difference. Sometimes, corporate takes all of the volatility, 
and just charges a fairly set amount down to different lines of business – in which case you don’t have to worry about that. But 
sometimes, the lines of business reflect very directly their component of pension expense each year. And if that’s the case, then 
it’s important to take that into consideration.

There are numerous financial metrics that might be important for plan sponsors. It’s important to dive through to understand 
which ones are most important, and again over what time period. You can think of the typical sort of base metal mining in-
dustry firm that operates almost completely on a cash basis, and is much more concerned with cash contributions – their level 
and volatility – than their pension expense. Then you take other organizations – use, as an example, grocery operations, retail 
food operations – where they as a business generate cash like there’s no tomorrow. Finding cash to deposit it in the pension 
plan isn’t an issue, but working with high volumes and razor thin margins makes pension expense, and its volatility, extremely 
important for them. So, it’s important to know these kinds of things so that you can help them through in making the right 
decisions around asset allocation.

The next topic is the economic effects on the sponsor’s business. Those four sub-bullets on the slide are price inflation, changes 
in bond yield, equity market results, and currency risk. They all affect the financial operation of the pension plan, but it’s also 
important to understand how those might affect the financial operation of the sponsoring organization. Because, to the extent 
that an organization is exposed, say, to high levels of price inflation, you want to make sure as you go through the process of 
helping them through set an asset allocation that in high inflation scenarios they’ve got relatively more protection. It’s important 
to think about more protection in that environment.

Regarding that last component on this slide – currency risk – think of a sponsoring organization where their business suffers if 
the US dollar appreciates in value relative to the Canadian dollar. If they’re in that kind of environment, and they haven’t within 
their business hedged that risk away you probably don’t want to be hedging the US dollar exposure away within the pension 
plan because they really need the benefit within the pension plan of appreciation in the US dollar if their business is going to be 
under stress in that kind of an environment. The important thing here is not to figure out what the answer is, but understand 
what the sensitivities are.

I’ve stressed a lot the linkage between the financial operation of a pension plan, and the financial operation of the sponsoring 
employer. I mean, that’s often a lot of what gets discussed in a typical project. But it tends to be what drives the decision – with 
an overriding constraint or caveat that you really shouldn’t be doing anything to impair the security of benefits for plan members. 
Because, after all, having the pension fund is really to provide benefits to plan members. So, it’s also important to understand what 
from the sponsor’s point of view, as well as from a professional point of view, the optimal funded status of the plan is on the bases 
that are of importance – almost always wind-up – but also from the perspective of if cash contributions are the most important 
financial metric, within what kind of ranges might you manage the going concern funded status of the pension plan?

Finally in the section trade-offs, what are their pain thresholds? Year over year, what’s the largest amount of adverse change in 
pension expense or cash contribution that would be acceptable? Or, what’s the absolute maximum level of cash contribution 
or pension expense that would be acceptable? Not that we necessarily always have a silver bullet to solve that problem, but 
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it’s better to start from the standpoint of knowing what financial constraints we’re operating with, before coming back with 
a recommendation. So, going through that initial discussion, which hopefully takes place at the beginning of every kind of 
exercise of this kind, you come to a landing on things like what are the key financial metrics, within what risk tolerances can 
or should this pension arrangement be operated? And that leads you almost quite directly to the concept of matching portfolio 
– and some of their limitations.

Let me just define “matching portfolios”. I’ll start with the definition of matching portfolio. It’s a set of assets that most closely 
matches the liability cash flows. I haven’t defined well liability here, though it’s a question you might rightfully ask – what is 
a liability? – because the cash flows look quite different across different liability measures. It’s really the liabilities that are of 
most interest to the plan sponsors. You’ve set out the key metrics for the pension plan, either cash or expense, for example. It’s 
either the going concern, or solvency liability, if cash is of most importance; it’s the accounting liability if expenses are of most 
importance. And it’s also important to have asked the question before as to what the right time horizon for planning is because 
the matching portfolio potentially looks different across different time horizons.

I like to think of, in a vacuum, what is the matching asset for different liability measures? And I think of solvency liability. The 
matching asset in the very short term for that is for most plans long nominal bonds, in spite of the fact that you might have a 
final pay plan – because over short periods of time price inflation or wage inflation, doesn’t change all that much. The year over 
year fluctuation in that solvency liability operates almost exclusively like a nominal bond.

Over long periods of time, of course, inflation emerges that influences solvency liability. So, that over longer periods of time it 
looks like, again, for a typical plan some combination of long nominal and real return bonds. But then you think of the going 
concern liability, and while as actuaries we’re going to be potentially changing the discount rate over time as economic circum-
stances change, the discount rate doesn’t typically doesn’t change at every valuation. I almost think of the going concern liability 
as like a very high yielding GIC. We can’t buy these things, but if we could it would probably be wonderful for pension plans, 
because it really operates like a high yielding GIC. It’s not very responsive to market conditions like any form of bond.

And accounting liabilities like solvency liabilities, in the short term, are very much like long nominal bonds. We don’t mark 
inflation – whether its price inflation or wage inflation – to market at each valuation date. We change it gradually over time so 
that over long periods of time, accounting liabilities look like a combination of real and nominal bonds, but over short periods 
of time it’s all nominal bonds. All this is background to saying it isn’t just a plain vanilla part of the exercise to figure out what 
the matching portfolio might look like.

And there are a number of limitations. Hedging exactly is impossible. We’ve got decrement risk that really isn’t hedged – We still 
have that going forward. There is basis risk between price and wage inflation. If we could actually get our hands on sufficient 
quantities of real return bonds in Canada – or equivalent price inflation linked bonds in other countries – you still have the fact 
that wage inflation and price inflation may well move differently – and often do move differently. They exhibit different patterns 
of movement, though a lot of correlation, and different levels of volatility.

Typically, we’re going to be looking at the liability measurement basis, and how close the assets and liabilities move in tandem. 
But as I mentioned before, for example, for pension expense liability, we’re not marking all of the inflation items to market at 
each measurement date. So, there is some lag in that component.

So, you need to think about the limitation of the matching portfolio. I talked a little bit about what these liabilities look like at 
different points in time. To the extent that we’re needing a matching portfolio to have the significant degree of inflation protec-
tion, in practice – in the Canadian market, anyway – for any sizeable plan we can’t really acquire real return bonds, because 
there aren’t enough of them. And even for the smaller plans, while we might be able to acquire real return bonds, and keep 
them on a kind of buy-and-hold basis, because of the imbalance between supply and demand of real return bonds, there is 
some movement in those bond values that aren’t directly linked to underlying price inflation changes – it’s linked to supply 
and demand imbalances.
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Now having said we’ve got all of these limitations, setting up a matching portfolio is a very useful exercise in terms of thinking 
about the cost benefit trade-off. To the extent that I move away from some stylized matching portfolio that reduces financial risk, 
as much as possible, it’s useful to say if I move off of this in the interest of reducing costs over time, for example, how much risk 
am I taking on? How much extra volatility am I accepting by doing that? So, it’s useful to go through that kind of analysis in 
terms of assessing those trade-offs, when coming to decisions on asset allocation, in spite of the fact that the matching portfolio 
is probably not very practical. It certainly doesn’t do away with all of the risk. It’s not really an expected investment here.

I really think the matching portfolio is a relative measure, a way to assess alternative asset allocation, and see whether we’re stay-
ing within the financial objective setup in the first part of the exercise. We need to understand the distortions, many of which 
I’ve talked about previously. And there may be multiple objectives. So, there isn’t necessarily one single matching portfolio that 
applies to all of the various objectives. So, you’ve got some trade-offs in there. I think there is another thing that I would point 
out about the matching portfolio. If what you’re trying to do is reduce the volatility of, say, pension expense, that matching 
portfolio looks different depending on whether pension expense, or accumulated gains and losses, are within the corridor where 
they’re not really amortized out over time, or outside of that corridor. The resulting pension expense number, and how that 
moves over time relative to assets, is very much affected by whether you’re inside the corridor or outside of the corridor. And 
the matching portfolio looks dramatically different as well. All this to say it’s useful – but it’s not a perfect measure.

Now, about alternative asset classes – these are fun things! Everybody likes to talk about things like private equity, hedge funds, 
high yield bonds, because they’re kind of new, and interesting. Having said that, it’s not necessarily appropriate to try and model 
these things, for a variety of reasons.

So, first let’s think about the categories, the types of things that we might have, as alternative assets. We’ve got things that en-
hance return. We’re looking to invest in them to increase the return within the plan, and drive down costs over time. Things like 
private equity in what I would call market directional hedge funds, arrangements that probably have expected returns close to 
public equity, but with lower levels of volatility. And things such as risk diversifiers. Things that reduce my volatility, that don’t 
necessarily enhance return – probably reduce return. Things like high yield bonds, and what you might think of as market 
neutral hedge funds. Basically hedge funds that take advantage of the manager skill in picking stocks, but don’t move at all with 
the market, or their investment return isn’t at all influenced by the market because that piece is in effect hedged out.

A critical issue to think about, as you go through this kind of an exercise, is to figure out what stage you should consider various 
types of these asset classes at a policy or strategic level, or at an implementation level. As an example, I would think of private 
equity as something where you would really want to decide on that as a tactical decision. There’s no real reason why private 
equity and public equity over long periods of time should have materially different return patterns – setting aside the potential 
for managers to add value. So it makes logical sense to make that decision at a tactical level as opposed to early on at a modeling 
level. Whereas, at a strategic level, it is often important to think about things like real estate and hedge funds, noting that typically 
the way you’re going to look at modeling hedge funds will be fundamentally different from the other stuff that you’re modeling. 
You’re going to model hedge funds typically recognizing some level of expected manager added value, because that’s a lot of 
what you’re getting from that particular asset class, whereas typically you’re modeling equities and other bonds as indices.

Having said we should consider whatever particular asset class at a strategic level, we do want to model it – we would like to 
model it because we would like to consider it a strategic level. There are a bunch of questions that really need to be asked as to 
whether it should be modeled. Is there a clear expectation of the behaviour of the asset, or the asset class? And I would use, as 
an example here, real return bonds. Most organizations would consider looking at real return bonds at a modeling level, but 
I talked before about the issue of the supply and demand imbalance in real return bonds, and you’re basically not going to be 
able to model whether any large amount of real return bonds gets dumped into the market or issued by the federal government. 
So, you just need to think that, Okay, we’re probably going to model it, but there are some limitations in the modeling – lets 
make sure we understand that.

Is the asset class sufficiently homogenous? As an example, hedge funds – there are many different categories of hedge funds. 
You need to think about what you’re actually trying to model when modeling that. And it’s typically some subset of the “hedge 
fund” category.
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Is the return behaviour based on the underlying asset, or is it based significantly on manager added value? There are difficulties of 
being able to effectively model manager added value, because it’s not driven necessarily by economic fundamentals. And do you 
have a large enough sample, with sufficient history, to be able to build up a future expected return pattern for that asset class?

Those are all kind of what I would call economic reasons to think through as to whether something should be modeled. Then 
you’ve got a practical question. If you actually wanted to implement this particular asset class, does the sponsor have sufficient 
internal resources to be able to select, monitor, and make retain/fire decisions on a go forward basis?

Then at the end of it all you’re going to need a reasonable commitment. Less than five percent is likely not meaningful. Some-
times, I’ve seen it used as a way of getting the pension committee educated on the particular asset class. They have a little bit of, 
say, a “skin” in the game, but in practice any allocation to a type of asset that is less than five percent isn’t going to have enough 
impact to do any good in the long term. So, if there’s some small allocation there it either needs to be there in the expectation 
of being built up quite quickly, or sold out of the portfolio. Ten percent or larger allocations are typically useful, but it needs to 
be thought about in the context of the required liquidity for the particular pension fund in question.

So, final messages here. It’s important to establish financial objectives that reflects the sponsor’s business realities. You want a 
healthy sponsor. That’s the best way to have a healthily funded pension arrangement. You don’t want to have something oc-
cur within the pension plan that runs completely across the sponsor’s financial operation. Keeping in mind the limitations of 
a matching portfolio, you use that to assess risk reward trade-offs over time. And consider, very carefully, which asset classes 
should be modeled, or might be modeled. So, that’s the end of my piece.

I’m going to hand it over to Pierre, who has been in the business 32 years, so I’m going to assume he’s slightly older than me 
– but only slightly. He’s worked in the Montreal market for his full career, and over the last 15 years has focused on investment 
consulting, in general, and asset liability modeling, in particular. So, please join me in welcoming Pierre. [Applause.]

Panelist Pierre Caron: Good afternoon. I just want to build on what Steve has just shown us today. I’ve selected four topics that 
I find of interest. The first one is risk budgeting. In my experience, the most difficult task when you are doing an asset liability 
study is to be able to explain clearly to your clients what the risk and return trade-offs are. Sometimes, it can be a very painful 
experience. So, I’ll try to spend some time talking about a new concept that tries to put everything together in terms of risk and 
return, that we call “risk budgeting”.

The second one is the extent of the study. That might look like a strange topic to you, but what we find is that what used to be 
the scope of an asset liability management (ALM) study 15 years ago might be quite different today – and I will explain why. The 
concept of “transport strategies”. Essentially these are overlay strategies that you can put over and above some passive portfolios 
to enhance returns or to control risks.

The last one is, can we rely on the results? We do a lot of simulations, but at the end of the day what kind of perceived value 
does it have in the client’s mind?

So, talking about risk budgeting. Essentially there will be three motivations. The first one is to get a better understanding of 
the risk and reward relative to – what Steve called, I guess, the matching portfolio – the minimum risk portfolio. This type of 
exercise tells you clearly how much gain you can have if you select a different asset mix. How much gain can you have relative 
to that passive benchmark, but what kind of risk are you taking?

The second motivation is that you can clearly determine if the risks you’re taking are being compensated. I guess there’s the 
golden rule in investment that says that you should not take risks if you’re not compensated. So, a risk budgeting exercise will 
assist you in that type of environment.

Finally, very interestingly, after you’ve done your exercise of building the risk budget that you want to take as a plan sponsor, what 
you can do is to monitor the experience relative to expectations. It becomes an ongoing exercise in the risk management.
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Just to explain to you briefly what the concept is. As a matter of fact, this term, has been used very often. Lots of people are 
talking about risk budgeting, and sometimes they don’t know what they are talking about. So, maybe it’s a good idea just to 
step back and say, What do we mean exactly by risk budgeting? Essentially what you do at the beginning, is you start with a 
minimum risk portfolio, or liability benchmark. A matching portfolio usually will consist, as Steve mentioned, of different types 
of bonds. So this is the portfolio that will minimize the volatility of the financial situation of your pension plan. Then what you 
do is determine the additional reward that you will get by deviating from this portfolio. And you do that by asset class and in 
total. So, what you will have at the end of the day is a kind of a graph where you have different asset classes included in the 
study, and you have a total. For each asset class in total, you will have the risk that you’re willing to take relative to the median 
risk portfolio, and what type of reward you’re getting by deviating. The risk usually is expressed as volatility of the financial 
situation of the plan. That’s a very broad term. Usually, what we tend to use in our studies is a one year standard deviation of 
the financial situation of the plan. Just to give you a quick example, if I get a figure of ten percent for the risk in that type of 
analysis, that will mean that the if we have a standard normal distribution, then two times out of three I will be within plus or 
minus ten percent deviation of my funded ratio. Now, that’s not easy to explain to a client, as you can imagine.

I guess we know that technical part of it. It’s relatively simple, I think. But it’s when you go and visit a client and explain your 
report that the problems start, usually because it’s pretty complex for them to understand. Very often they won’t understand what 
the result are mean. They will see the difference between the different asset mixes. They will see that if you have more equities 
obviously you’re taking more risk, and you have more return – but beyond that they want you to understand the results.

So, what you have to do is to make a clear linkage between what Steve discussed, as the key financial objectives of the sponsor 
and their risk tolerance. In my experience, again, that’s the place where we have to do more work. At the moment, I think there’s 
a dichotomy between what we do on the objective side, and what we do on the risk budgeting side. What you end up with, at 
the end of the day, is a kind of two dimensional graph where your first step is really to fix a financial interest objective to the 
sponsor. That might be, for example, to make sure that the contributions stay at the same level for the next five years. That 
may be one example of a financial objective. And then you can determine for each asset mix, the type of risk that you’re taking. 
Then you can establish a risk budget, and at the end of the day you can determine the probability of being able to meet your 
objective. So, that’s the only way that you can, I guess, put together the risk budgeting concept, the risk management concept, 
and the relationship with the financial objective as a plan sponsor.

The next topic is the extent of the study. If you go back 15 years ago, I guess, what you will see typically was the ALM study 
covered the allocation between equities and fixed income, the structure of the fixed income portfolio – what type of bonds to 
include there – and the allocation between Canadian and foreign equities. And that will be the end of it. What we see more and 
more is that clients are more and more demanding. They want to get more results, more information. Then it becomes difficult 
because – as Steve explained before – trying to model a hedge fund, for example. This is extremely difficult because it depends 
on the type of hedge fund, and we have limited data on the hedge fund side. So, as soon as you start to deviate from the first 
three points there I guess you start to get into trouble, so to speak.

The potential overlap is between the asset liability study, and the manager structure. Very often a client will ask us to include 
small capitalization (cap) equities in the study. Now does it belong to an event study or management structure study? Again you 
have to think about it, and obviously you cannot do the same type of work in the ALM study on small cap as you will do on 
a separate study on the manager structure. The treatment of alternative investments – equity, hedge funds, real estate – again, 
are they a separate asset class or are they part of an asset class? This is an ongoing debate. It’s much easier to use the concept 
that they are a part of a given asset class, especially if you use some transport strategies. Then it becomes easier for the client to 
understand where this class belongs. But it’s not over yet. The debate is not over. The answer to that question varies by client, 
and it varies by situation. The idea of active management – well I guess most of you will know that when you do an ALM study 
you don’t take into account active management. You’re just use market indices. Now, clients want to know, well if I use that 
type of manager structure what will be the impact on my risk and reward? You tend to go into the alpha side of the equation, 
for the active management side. What we have found recently is that more and more clients are asking a risk budgeting exercise 
on the active management side as part of the ALM study.
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Now, transport strategies. This is a kind of new concept, I might be wrong, but I think it might be the concept of the future. It’s 
tough to understand for the average client, but there are some rewards too if you understand it. The first motivation is you can 
separate what we call the market risk, or the beta, from the active management or the alpha. What you find today is that very 
often you pay management fees. As a sponsor you pay management fees for the beta. You pay very high fees for the beta part of 
it, but you should not pay the high fees for that piece because you can use futures, you can use passive management to cover it 
for ten basis points. This concept of transport strategies allows you to separate clearly the alpha and the beta piece.

The second point, and I’ll give you an example later, is to control the liability of the risk by using certain types of transport 
strategies, the plan sponsor can have a better understanding of the type of risks they have on the liability side.

And finally, you can use those strategies to transport some active management on top of passive management. The typical example 
is fixed income or US large cap equities, where managers very often have a problem beating the market indices in those asset 
classes. So what you can do is you just use a market index for the basic asset allocation, like fixed income, and then transport 
an active management strategy, the alpha, on top of it.

When we speak about transport strategies there are essentially two main types. The first one is the alpha transport. Alpha 
transport is just to transport the alpha, and the alpha means the added value on top of the passive management. In a typical 
example, US large cap equities, you get some passive management in there, and you just transport the alpha of a hedge fund 
over and above the passive US equity. So, what you get at the end of the day is a return of, for example, the S&P500 index plus 
the alpha – with the added value coming from the hedge fund strategy. So, the client can really see the difference between the 
alpha and the beta in that respect.

The second one is the beta transport. This is a very, I guess, unusual concept, but essentially what you do you change the equity 
portion of your portfolio for a fixed income portion that is better matched to your liabilities, but then you do a swap to bring 
back the equity premium over and above. So, at the end of the day, what you have is a basic portfolio of bonds with the alpha 
of the equity over and above. So, again, it’s a good strategy because it allows you to keep the equity risk premium – to have, in 
addition to the equity risk premium, the alpha from the manager. So this is not an easy concept as far as clients are concerned. 
But just to go back because that’s to me an important concept. If you have a 60 percent equity - 40 percent fixed income port-
folio what you do is just substitute 60 percent equity for a long term bond portfolio, and add to that the difference between the 
equity returns and the fixed income return. So, the client then can see, clearly I guess, the match between the liabilities and the 
assets, and keep the premium from the equity.

But, again, it’s pretty easy on paper, it’s pretty easy to implement, but in practice what we found is the clients have a hard time 
understanding the concept. It’s so different. Very often you will deal with people that are not coming from the liability side. 
More often they are people in charge of big pension funds. There will be more people coming from the management side. So, 
for them it’s totally unusual. That’s so different from what they know that usually there will be a backlash at the beginning when 
you start discussing the concept. This assumes also extensive use of derivatives – swaps, futures, so on and so forth, and some 
plan sponsors might not be at ease with those types of products.

And, finally, it takes a lot of courage I guess to be different, and someone doing something quite different from the rest of the 
crowd. Why? Because at the end of the day if you take the beta transport strategy, you will have a portfolio of fixed income, plus 
some added value here and there on the portfolio. Very different indeed from what they have right now. But, again, going back 
to what I said before, that’s an interesting concept because you can fairly manage liabilities, and then add the equity premium 
and asset management on top of that.

Now, can we trust the results of those studies? I guess we can be accused of “garbage in, garbage out”. We have nice models, but 
it depends a lot on the assumptions that we put in there to get the results. The volatility assumptions that you use by asset class 
in your study will capture a part of the potential outcomes, but in practice what I’ve found – and I know that some people here 
maybe have more experience on the insurance side – that those models don’t tend to capture risk of catastrophic loss. That’s 
very funny, because in a way you increase the confidence level, from 95 to 96 to 99 percent, and you don’t see a difference in 
the outcomes. Being that these models are auto-regressive in nature, they tend to smooth out – and there’s no shock in there. I 
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know that some people are working at what they call four moment models to capture the fatness of the tails, and to give more 
catastrophic scenarios in the model. So, in order to address these problems, what we can do is we have to supplement the 
traditional simulation process by two approaches. The first one is sensitivity analysis, and the second one is the stress testing. 
We’ll use simple deterministic scenarios. What you do you just change some of the parameters of this study. So, let’s say that 
you started with a risk premium – risk premium meaning the difference between equity and long term bonds of 3.5 percent in 
your initial calculations – what you do there is just decrease, for example, the premium by one percent to 2.5 percent. So, that 
gives you an idea of if you have a certain asset mixes that you want to look at more closely, what might be the implication of 
having a lower risk premium at the end of the day on the contribution expense, and so on and so forth.

And then you can also do some stress testing. I don’t think you can do an ALM study without doing that. Let’s say that a client is 
hesitating between two different asset mixes. What you can do is to make projections for the next five years, let’s say, or the next 
valuation date, and I give you here two examples. What you can do is to assume certain levels of equity of returns for the next 
five years, or variation in interest rate used for solvency purposes in the valuation. So what you can end up with is a table – as I 
show you at the bottom of page 17 – that’s an example that gives you the what would be the resulting company contribution in 
2008 in millions of dollars for various levels of equity returns from zero to 16 percent in different variations of solvency interest 
rates. So that gives a client an idea if things go sour, for example, are you able to take that risk that might result? If not, well 
maybe you should go consider to use another asset mix for your own strategic allocation. That’s the end of my presentation.

Moderator Bonnar: We have some time for questions and answers. I have some questions – if you don’t – or observations. I’m 
going to wait for a little while.

[All of the questions and comments from the audience were off mike for this session, and therefore substantially unavailable for 
transcription. At this point, an unidentified speaker asked a question about how to isolate the risk inherent in specific variables 
within the asset model.]]

Panelist Caron: Well, it’s not done directly, it’s done indirectly. Well, I don’t know, Steve, if you have any comments, but it’s not 
specifically done. I think we are looking at different variables for the client but …

Moderator Bonnar: The broad model itself would not be different, but if the variable of interest, just as an example, is high 
levels of inflation, what we would tend to do is just stratify the range of results for those economic scenarios that have high de-
grees of inflation. Say, what happens here in across various asset allocations? Which one works best in this kind of an economic 
environment? So, it’s not like it’s a change to the model per se, but it’s a stratification of the results. Now, that has some practical 
implications in a sense that you’ve got to start off with a sufficient number of scenarios so that when you stratify them you still 
have a sufficient number of scenarios so that you don’t get really lumpy results, but that’s a relatively straight forward thing to 
test. You just run more economic scenarios.

Pierre, you made an interesting point about the ability to very easily quantify the risk, and hopefully reward, that the sponsor is 
taking on by the beta transport strategy. The one very interesting example I saw – not a Canadian example, actually a UK example 
– had the client actually come at it from a slightly different way. They swapped out the interest rate and inflation sensitivity of 
the liabilities, net of the interest and inflation sensitivities of the expected bond holdings in effect, for London Inter-Bank Offered 
Rate (LIBOR) cash return. So, now instead of a liability that looks like some combination of real and nominal bonds, they’ve 
got a liability net of the fixed income component, net of the swaps contracts, that looks like cash. Now, very directly, they trade 
off whatever they choose to do when the remainder of the fund against the cash return.

Panelist Caron: Yes, well, there’s no limitation, because don’t forget that as soon as you start to use equities in a portfolio you’re 
taking a risk vis-à-vis your liabilities. At the moment it’s pretty difficult for the sponsor to understand those risks, and I find 
that these overlay strategies of the beta transport are clean in that way, but there is a price to pay – and the price is that they are 
difficult to implement. If you work with different plan sponsors, what you will find is that they tend to look at each other. So, 
if nobody will start to do that if the other one is not doing it. That’s the problem that we have right now.
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Moderator Bonnar: Yes, your chart down at the bottom of this page actually illustrates the fact that as you add equities you take 
on huge risk. Because as of looked at this chart, going across the table, things change a little bit, but not all that much. What 
changes dramatically is you go down the table, and it’s basically the fact that the solvency liability is looking like a bond, and 
in this example there can’t be that much in the way of bonds in the portfolio. There might be 30 to 50 percent bonds, but it’s 
nothing like 100 percent bonds, or close to that. So that’s where the risk is being taken on.

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Panelist Caron: You mean using multi-factor models?

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Panelist Caron: Yes, we are using that to simulate hedge fund returns and private equity returns with a switch model. It’s not 
easy to do, but it can be done. The only problem is what kind of expected return volatility you’re using, and that’s always where 
you have problems is at the beginning.

Moderator Bonnar: As I kind of think about it, conceptually, we come at it from a point of view of “non-risky” assets, and the 
matched portfolio in risky assets, which is a very “simplistic” way of dividing up the risk. Because the risky assets are all stuff 
that doesn’t move like the liabilities. So, that’s a key risk. I used equity risk when I talked about the table at the bottom of this 
chart, but it’s just non-matched risk. I would also suspect that the credit risk, which is an extra risk, is going to be difficult to 
see visually when you print out all of those nice things coming out of the model, because I think that’s a very low second order 
kind of risk. But we tend not to look at that.

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Bonnar: No. Typically from a benefit security perspective we’re going to look at solvency, or wind-up to the extent 
that wind-up is different from solvency. We end up looking at going concern because to a certain extent it affects contributions, 
and contributions often are a financial exposure that the sponsor wants to address.

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Bonnar: Irrelevant. Absolutely right.

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Bonnar: Yes, but if you look at, for example, final pay with contractually indexed plans there aren’t that many of 
them, but there are some of them out there, and they’re going to be much more driven by going concern. Solvency, particularly 
in Ontario where we can ignore inflation protection for funding purposes, typically will not drive contribution requirements.

By the way, as an aside – I’ll use this opportunity as a soap box platform – you talked about going concern bases, and how some 
of them may have been say overly aggressive in some of the filed reports. This was in the previous session. I’m going to make 
a pitch here to suggest that minimum contribution requirements should reflect how much risk is actually being taken in the 
pension plan. Because from a broad standpoint, from a sort of high level standpoint, given the same relationship of assets and 
liabilities it doesn’t make sense to me to require the same amount of minimum contribution for a plan with a lot of matching 
assets as you do for a plan that potentially could be invested 100 percent in penny mining stocks. There are other reasons why 
it might not be invested 100 percent in penny mining stocks, but that’s sort of my pitch for the day.

[A portion of the session recording was unavailable for transcription.]

Moderator Bonnar: Yes, and I’ve stated that publicly already.

Unidentified Speaker: [The first part of the question was unavailable for transcription.] The other question is to what extent 
is your client the subsidiary of a global company that has looked at this in a broader perspective. To what extent do they push 
their own sort of agenda on you?
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Moderator Bonnar: Well, I think there’s a big question as to whether they do look at it in a broader objective.

Panelist Caron: And they don’t.

Moderator Bonnar: One of the questions that I will typically ask in that discussion around financial objectives is what are the 
criteria used for determining management bonuses? Not because I do want to alienate the client that is sitting across from the 
table – but to a certain extent I don’t want to – but to the extent that management bonuses are affected by something that is also 
affected by pension expense, it gives an indication as to where the organization’s thinking is. I think global organizations that 
have gone through the thought process of where to take risk – pension fund risk – have often come to a conclusion that they’re 
going to take that risk and recognize that risk corporately, globally. That gives them a more broad ability to take risk, and focus 
the local country cost measures on things that aren’t influenced by asset allocation. Focus local cost measures on things that 
are like payroll costs. So, if you think of pension expense components – service cost, interest cost, amortization of prior service 
cost – and suck up return on asset credit and amortization of gains and losses to be only recognized at a corporate level. Now, 
not all organizations have gone through that thought process, but I think that hangs together.

Panelist Caron: In practice, I find that no client has really a global view on this. One of the reasons being that every country has 
what we call their own bias in equities, and that tends to destroy the whole idea of having a global asset mix for all our plans 
or similar plans. In practice, it is pretty difficult to implement.

Moderator Bonnar: Yes. I wasn’t suggesting the same global mix, I was suggesting how you think of the risk that you might 
take on.

Panelist Caron: But if you go one step further they have their friendly managers in their own country. They have their own bias, 
as I mentioned before, so it’s pretty impossible to have the same asset mix for all of our regions.

Moderator Bonnar: Yes. I mean, I went through a project, almost two years ago now, where the original discussion around financial 
objectives was focused mainly on Canada. There was some global corporate influence – global meaning from the US. When we 
actually went through the project and said, okay, if these truly are your risk tolerances you need to dramatically change things. 
You need to dramatically reduce equities, you need to change some actuarial techniques to basically not to smooth assets so 
much so that you don’t get in the way of assets and liabilities moving together. You either have to do that, or you have to take a 
broader view of risk. You have to take a more global view of risk, and acknowledge our risk tolerances are actually much larger. 
When push came to shove, their risk tolerances became larger, in that particular case, because they weren’t prepared to take on 
the certain increase in pension expense today to implement the less risky portfolio. These are all tough questions. They’re great 
questions. They’re great discussions to have with clients.

Well, thank you very much for your participation to the bitter end of the day. We’re done. [Applause.]


